
I am writing in support of the ambulance service of Western Australia provided by St John 
Ambulance. As a person who has multiple health issues and used the ambulance service on too 
many occasions as well as family members, this service is unique to WA. Local trained paramedics 
who are always friendly, listen to the patients and families, well clinically trained to assist with complex 
cases and array of disability and medical issues. The ambulance paramedics and those that are 
“ambulance trainees” of youth and graduates always have arrived within the 15minutes of calling triple 
zero. They are calm, extra attentive, gentle and effective and efficient. The ambulance is always clean 
and stocked and the drivers even at high speed take additional care on the roads. This is a an 
ambulance service is a rich history of over 120 years with both paid and volunteers, serving the entire 
vast state of WA. Country and metro. No challenge, complex need is too tough - the ambos rise to the 
need, treat and respect. The service for humanity, for man kind. A career option with a long service 
record of many ambos, a strong family and connection to the community. Ambulance Service of WA - 
is the heart for and of WA - please don’t let our great state loose this service. Example: “From a 
person with disability - you don’t get better compassion, understanding, help, gentleness and 
treatment then the ambos. “ From a heart survivor - “if it wasn’t for St. John ambulance swift action 
and treatment, knowledge and clinical skills to get me to hospital, I wouldn’t be here with my family, 
the paramedics were truly lifesavers skilled and lovely”. The call centre for St. John ambulance is a 
big heart of soul and love and care with loyalty to WA community, working hard to get the best 
outcomes and support to those in need, working shifts to get the care to those in suffering to make a 
life better and improved. Ambulance service is vital service (they have tested and gone beyond 
throughout the pandemic but they strive for WA) they continue to strive and thrive. We are United and 
Unique vast WA - let’s stay that way by keeping St. John ambulance as it is. Let’s keep them thriving 
for the community. Let’s continue to support them not degrade them. There are personal stories of 
which I am happy to share to the inquiry privately.  
Kind regards  




